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ALDUS MANUTIUS
#

AS WITH MOST PRINTERS OF THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY
from Gutenberg onwards, we know next to nothing of Aldus Manutius before

he took up, in his forties, the activity which was to give him lasting renown.

He was a reticent man who seldom wrote about himself, as opposed to his work,

and no early biography supplies the gaps. It is the books themselves that have

to speak, with support from the occasional document or passage of humanist

correspondence. He was born at Bassiano in the papal states, probably about

145 1. Bassiano is a hill town some thirty-five miles south-east of Rome which

would have remained unknown to fame had Aldus not styled himself

'Bassianas' in a few of his earliest books, a style soon replaced by 'Aldus Ro-

manus'. From scattered corrmients here and there in the prefaces it emerges that

he received some humanistic schooling at Rome, and some form of higher ed-

ucation at Ferrara.

It was in Rome that his life received the direction it was to take before he

turned to printing. If he had been asked at any point of the 1470s or '80s what

his ambition was, he might well have answered with his admired friend Polit-

ian that he wanted to be a 'grammaticus'. A good 'grammarian' (a scholar or

philologist, we should say) was concerned above all to absorb, understand and

expound the values of classical antiquity through the concrete vehicle of the

texts which had reached the Renaissance. His master at Rome seems to have

been Gaspare da Verona, a middling sort ofhumanist who composed a reason-

ably successful grammar, as well as a life of the reigning pope, Paul 11, which

has the distinction ofbeing the first work to mention, under the date 1466 - 67,

the advent of printing in Italy. But Aldus, we gather from a passing later ref-

erence, also had the benefit ofhearing lectures at the university from one of the

brightest academic stars of the day, another Veronese humanist named Dom-
izio Calderini. It may have been Calderini that stirred in him a love of Greek,

for it was Calderini's belief - one that was becoming increasingly general in

Italy in the second half of the fifteenth century - that a full understanding of

the Latin classics, and of the ancient world as a whole, depended on a knowl-

edge of the Greek literature that lay behind them.

The interdependence of Greek and Latin was also prominent in the teaching



of Battista Guarino, a famous teacher at the University of Ferrara and inheritor

ofthe chair ofeloquence there from his more famous father Guarino da Verona.

Whether or not he had picked up any Greek in Rome, Aldus certainly followed

Battista's lessons at Ferrara, doubtless in the period 1475 - 80, and these includ-

ed Greek literature besides courses on Latin authors. This much is known from

the dedication to his old teacher of the 1496 Hesiod and Theocritus. By that

stage he will have been fluent in both the ancient languages, and like many an-

other humanities graduate since, the question then arose as to how to apply his

talents. Schoolmastering offered itself, as it always has, and in 1480 - the first

definite date of his life - we find him named as tutor to the young princes of

Carpi, Alberto and Lionello Pio. The same document extended to Aldus citi-

zenship of this small, precariously independent city just north ofModena, mid-

way between Bologna and Mantua. He seems to have spent the next few years

alternating between Carpi and Ferrara, perhaps teaching in both places.

Alberto, the elder of the two sons of the widowed Caterina Pio, was to be

an important figure in Aldus's later career. The immediate benefit to him,

however, apart from more or less steady employment, was entry into the

world of their uncle, the philosopher prince of Mirandola, Giovanni Pico. He

may have already become acquainted with Pico as a fellow student at Ferrara

and is known to have taken refuge with him at Mirandola when Venetian

armies threatened that city in 1482. Pico was a Renaissance intellectual par

excellence, thoroughly versed in the classics, and even acquainted - a rare

accomplishment - with oriental languages. He had a powerful synthetic mind

which attempted to harmonize Platonism, Aristotelianism and Christianity,

incorporating elements of Hebrew and Arabic thought. More importantly for

Aldus, he was widely known and liked in the scholarly circles of Florence and

Venice. It is from this period, the mid- 1480s, that Aldus's acquaintance with

Pico's friends and fellow scholars, Ermolao Barbaro in Venice and Angelo

Poliziano in Florence, probably date. Relations with Politian (as he is natural-

ized in English) may never have been close but they were certainly cordial,

and it was later to fall to Aldus to make the first collected edition of the

master's works. With Barbaro, on the other hand, Politian's twin spirit at

Venice, there is every reason to think that his influence was decisive on the

path that Aldus took at the end of the 1480s.

VENICE AND PRINTING

That path was to Venice. There is no way of telling exactly when Aldus

conceived his great plan of publishing wholesale the works of ancient Greece

in the original language. But it is certain that the intellectual atmosphere and



commercial opportunities ofVenice in the 1480s were propitious to such a hazard-

ous undertaking. The patrician circle centred on Ermolao Barbaro enjoyed

great prestige - his informal courses on Aristotle drew large audiences. In 1485

the city once more instituted a public lectureship in Greek at the civic school

of grammar and rhetoric, the Scuola di San Marco. The encyclopaedic interest

that Venetian humanists took in all aspects of the ancient world - scientific and

philosophical as well as literary - found support in a number of well-endowed

private and monastic libraries, though official sloth permitted the treasure-house

of Cardinal Bessarion's Greek manuscripts to stay untouched in their boxes

until well into the sixteenth century. Barbaro had an ancestral wealth ofLatin and

Greek codices, but there were other eminent collectors such as Giorgio Merula

(who lectured in Venice until 1482), Giorgio Valla (appointed to the lecture-

ship at the Scuola di San Marco), and the patrician Girolamo Donato. Politian

spoke of the last in the same company as himself, Barbaro and Pico as one of

the 'four strong men of letters'. And there was a large colony of Greeks long

resident in the city, particularly after the fall of Constantinople in 1453, who
were regularly called upon for supply or copying of Greek manuscripts. Above

all, there was at Venice a highly developed printing trade which by 1490 had

far eclipsed any other city ofEurope in terms of production and organized dis-

tribution.

The art ofprinting had arrived in Italy from Germany with Sweynheym and

Pannartz, who issued books at Subiaco and Rome from 1465 onwards. In

Venice, as in most Italian towns, it was another German who introduced print-

ing, John of Speyer producing his earliest book in 1469. The choice of location

was shrewd and, in retrospect, obvious. Venice had been for centuries the prime

commercial city of the peninsula, well connected by sea routes to western and

northern Europe, as well as the Levant, and by land over the Brenner Pass to

south Germany and central Europe.

John of Speyer made a further innovation of great importance for the future.

He secured for his first products a privilege of the Venetian senate, which fore-

bade anyone else to exercise the craft of printing in the Venetian dominions for

a period of five years. In an age before patents or copyright, the only alterna-

tives for an entrepreneur with an invention or improvement to protect were

either total secrecy or a local monopoly of the sort which the Venetian republic

was long accustomed to granting. In the eventJohn of Speyer died within a few

months and the privilege became void, even though his work was carried on

by his brother Wendelin. By this stage it had already become clear to the au-

thorities that such blanket monopolies would tend to disadvantage the export

trade upon which the city's prosperity depended, and no more were granted

until the privilege returned in modified form, for particular books, in the 1480s.



In the decade 1470 to 1480 the names of some fifty printers at Venice are

known, plus half a dozen anonymous firms identified only by their printing

types. Unrestrained competition drove many of them out of business, particu-

larly in a disastrous period ofover-production in 1472-73. It was partly a mat-

ter ofpoor estimation ofwhat sort of texts, in what numbers, the market could

bear. As with the earliest printing in Rome and Paris, the first Venetian print-

ers tended to concentrate on books of classical, patristic and humanistic inter-

est, printed in the fine roman types derived from humanist handwriting. After

the crisis of 1473, a gradual change to safer texts is observable, ones for which

the clergy and universities would always have a steady demand - law, scholas-

tic philosophy, theology, from the late 1470s an increasing number of liturgies.

There was also a general move towards the gothic types which the conserva-

tive professions favoured. These are only tendencies. Classical authors never

ceased to be printed at Venice, but not with the exclusive preoccupation of the

earliest period. As for typefaces, it should be be remembered that the most

famous and elegant roman types of the 1470s, those of the Frenchman Nicholas

Jenson, were far outnumbered by his gothic founts, which he employed a good

deal more frequently in the course of his ten-year career.

Hand in hand with these developments went a consolidation of the trade

into large syndicates. Printing books was a capital-intensive business, speculative

in its market and slow in its returns: long credit and powerful backers were

required to assemble the texts, types and (the most expensive item) paper need-

ed to make an edition.The two large syndicates of the 1470s—one French, based

on Jenson's company, and the other German deriving from John of Speyer s

original firm - joined together at the end of the decade to form a short-lived

Grande Compagnia. These syndicates and others like them (after the death ofJen-

son in 1480, increasingly Italian) were very powerful organizations, with a clear

differentiation of functions as between the different parmers. The earliest print-

ers had secured funds, and printed, marketed and sold their books as a unified

enterprise. From the mid- 1470s the partoers to a contract took on more and

more the specialized roles ofmerchant backers, printers, publishers, distributors

and booksellers, often with some degree of overlap. The efficient capitalist

structures ofthe biggest firms and the constant competition both tended to drive

down prices, so that for the first time in history books were widely and

cheaply available throughout Europe.

The international outlook of Venetian printers and the favourable situation

and traditions of the city encouraged mass export of the products of the presses

from the outset. The books would travel in unbound quires, by sea to western

Europe and other parts of Italy, but more especially by the land route to the

large markets of southern Germany. So it came about that many Venetian



books scarcely touched on terraJirma before passing over the Brenner to the rich

Bavarian monasteries. By the 1480s the larger printers had sufficient grasp of

their markets to be able to concentrate on certain types of publication with a

reasonable expectation of matching supply to demand. Any diocese of Europe

- even in England - which needed a new breviary for uniformity of divine ser-

vice could turn to one of half a dozen Venetian specialists and be assured of a

high-quality product, with good press-work and correctly registered red and

black printing. Baptista de Tortis and the brothers de Gregoriis specialized in

the classics in the 1480s; in the 1490s de Tortis so far controlled the trade in

legal printing that a law book came to be known simply as a 'liber de Tortis'.

THE PRINTING OF GREEK

By the time Aldus arrived at the end of the 1480s Venice had attained a posi-

tion of unassailable dominance in the printing of Latin books, more particular-

ly in the profitable field of academic and liturgical texts. The situation with

Greek books could not have been more different. Very little Greek printing had

been done at that stage anywhere in Italy, and none at all elsewhere in Europe.

For all its large Greek community, Venice lagged behind Florence and Milan

in this respect. In those cities local humanist interest and emigre Byzantine

scholarship had combined to have printed a small number of literary texts

- including the famous Florentine Homer of 1488 - as well as the rudimentary

grammars which were the staple of early Greek printing everywhere. Even

little Vicenza, one of Venice's own subject towns, could show seven of these

educational texts, to be set against the two solitary editions (a Greek psalter,

preceded by the pseudo-Homeric mock epic Batrachomyomachia) that a short-

lived Cretan press put out at Venice in i486.

The reasons why something did not happen are seldom discoverable, but cer-

tain obvious points can be made. The first is that overall demand for Greek texts

was very slight; what there was tended to emphasize elementary works -

primers, readers and dictionaries - which could assist western Europeans to learn

the language. The base of Greek learning among the Italians, though in pockets

profound, was not large or widely spread. The Greeks themselves were seldom

possessed of the means or the patrons to set up presses to print their ov^oi

literature : the Venetian firm of Laonicus and Alexander, which produced the

two editions mentioned above, was an exception, but the failure of their ven-

ture speaks for itself. The Greek people, as subjects ofVenetian Crete or victims

of the diaspora consequent upon the Turkish conquest of their land, did not in

any case constitute a stable and concentrated market.

To these disincentives was added the greatest difficulty, that of a satisfactory



transfer of Greek script into type. Greek handwriting had never undergone the

various stages of reform and standardization that had allowed Latin script to be

transformed into the chaste formality ofVenetian gothic and roman founts. The

written language was beset by ligatures and contractions in wild profusion, and

the superstructure of accents and breathings that had inhered in the language

since Hellenistic times made any typographical rendering technically as well as

aesthetically difficult. Robert Proctor at the beginning of this century calculat-

ed that the number of sorts in the fount ofLaonicus and Alexander - the separ-

ate pieces of type which represented all possible forms and combinations of

letters, breathings and accents - came to something over 1300. Though admit-

tedly the most extreme case, this was not the sort of printing calculated to

appeal to the hard-nosed men who ran the Venetian industry. Those Latins who
were persuaded of the message of Battista Guarino and Ermolao Barbaro were

generally of a sort well able to afford to have the texts they required copied out

by hai^id. The many Greek scribes in Venice, often men of great learning if

also in straitened circumstances, could supply those needs. All in all the total of

sixty fifteenth-century editions in Greek, including bilingual readers, begins to

look less surprising. Of the major Greek authors only Homer, Theocritus and

part ofHesiod had reached print before the Aldine press was set up. But ifGreek

was a technical problem, it was also a prestigious opportunity, awaiting energy

and capital.

This, then, was the situation that Aldus found when he repaired to Venice at

some point towards the end of the 1480s, an unknown grammar master

approaching forty. Of his contacts at this time we have only fugitive hints and

equivocal inferences drawn from humanist correspondence. A letter of 1484

survives from Aldus to Politian offering friendship, in the manner of the time,

and admiration of a Greek letter of Politian. This, he said, he had read in the

company of the Greek scribe Emanuel Adramyttenus when they were togeth-

er at Mirandola under Pico's protection in 1482. Politian's reply expresses the

hope that one day they will meet to cement the friendship, here gracefully recip-

rocated. Aldus certainly encountered Politian in 1491 - the latter made a note

ofthe meeting - when the Florentine was in Venice with Pico in search ofbooks

and libraries for Lorenzo de' Medici, there to be entertained by Barbaro and

others. That is the limit of their known relations. Four years later, in the pref-

ace to the first volume of the Greek Aristotle, Aldus had occasion to lament th

death of all three of these great scholars, 'men who could rival antiquity'.

The Greek scholar and teacher Janus Lascaris had taken the same route ii

1490, visiting the libraries of Barbaro and others in the city with a similar com
mission to search out Greek manuscripts for the Medici collection in Florence

Lascaris was to set up a Greek press in Florence which issued its first product

10



the Hellenistic poems of the Planudean Anthology, in August 1494. This book

and its immediate successors, printed on the presses of Lorenzo Alopa, made a

striking attempt to avoid the intricacies of Greek cursive type by printing the

entire text in inscriptional capitals. Lascaris's pupil and protege Marcus Musu-

rus was to become the chief editor of Aldine Greek texts. Aldus would hardly

have failed to make contact with this commanding figure of Byzantine schol-

arship with whom he had so much in common, though no direct evidence of

acquaintance survives before the turn of the century.

We are on scarcely more secure ground with Ermolao Barbaro. The eulogy

of him as one of the leading lights of Venetian humanism in Aldus's furst pub-

lished work, the Musarum Panagyris, is a slender basis for estimating their rela-

tionship. This work ('the Assembly of the Muses') is a set of improving verses

addressed to Alberto Pio. The chiefpoint of it, however, seems to be the lengthy

letter appended to it, addressed to Alberto's mother, and Pico's sister, Caterina

Pio. Here, through the veil of flattery and flummery with which Renaissance

aristocrats expected to be approached, he set out a programme which returns

again and again to promotion of the study of Greek, as preparation for life, as

the core of a rounded education. The occasion of this disquisition is said to be

the presentation of a recently composed work on Greek accentuation.

The work was evidently printed several years after its composition, by the

classical specialist de Tortis, perhaps about 1490. As a programme for the Pio

boys it had already expired. The Panagyris and a similar brochure directed to

Leonello Pio seem rather to have served as advertisements of Aldus's powers of

composition and as specimens of his teaching methods. It is notable also for an

extended passage holding up examples ofcultured nobles for imitation: Federigo

da Montefeltro (the famous book-loving condottiere), Pietro Barozzi (the

Venetian humanist and bishop), and, most elaborately, Ermolao Barbaro, 'the

glory of the Venetian senate'. Further evidence of the strong didactic turn of

Aldus's mind lies in his Latin Grammar. This was likewise dedicated to Alberto

Pio, and printed for Aldus in March 1493 on the presses of Andrea Torresani -

a figure of great importance for the future. The epilogue expresses dissatisfac-

tion with the elementary works currently available, and with the small rewards

that grammar teachers could expect. There is a clear, but not precisely spelled

out, desire to be of service to humanity in some greater cause, if only men of

means could be persuaded to fund it.

What this greater cause was is no mystery. Throughout the early 1490s fairly

regular mentions of Aldus crop up in connexion with the procuring and

copying of texts. In 1491 Pico sent him, at his request, a Homer, though Pico's

letter does not tell whether the 1488 edition or a manuscript is meant. He is

mentioned in correspondence ofthe Hellenists Niccolo Leoniceno, Giorgio Valla

II
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I
and (at Bologna) Antonio Urceo as someone who could find Greek texts and

have them transcribed. Aldus was now firmly inscribed in the circle of Venet-

ian erudition which drew inspiration from the scientific, philosophical and

philological studies ofErmolao Barbaro, since 1491 an exile at Rome (where he

died in 1493). The act of imagination which is Aldus's first claim to fame lay

in connecting the intense, encyclopaedic interests ofthese scholars with the great

engines of the Venetian printing presses, the one to serve as the vehicle of the

other. The unhindered view of antiquity implicit in Barbaro's acts of recuper-

ation was to be realized in plain texts - texts which spoke for themselves,

accurately printed, widely accessible, uncluttered by medieval commentary, the

very symbol of that convergence of Greek and Latin culture through which

understanding of the ancient world could be reached.

PREPARING TO PRINT

Doubtless Aldus continued to act as a teacher in this period, but to judge firom

the event, and from the six years' work that in 1497 he claimed to have spent

preparing to print, he was at the same time laying the foundations of his ven-

ture by gathering manuscripts and editors and money. The first requirement

was capital. The practical experience of having his own Latin grammar print-

ed by Andrea Torresani had put him in touch with one of the leading printers

of the city. Torresani was a man of much his own age, with a robust business

sense formed as an employee of Nicholas Jenson in the 1470s. He played very

safe in the texts he chose to print, earning a contemporary reputation for ex-

treme personal meanness. But he could perhaps see in Aldus's proposal the pos-

sibility of long-term profit, if the goods were priced right, as indeed proved to

be the case over the two decades of their partoership.

We know of the other underwriter of the venture only through the eventual

winding up of the company in 1542. This person, though never named in any

Aldine publication, was a backer as influential as any that Aldus could have

found. From later, different testimony, we learn that Pierfrancesco Barbarigo,

son and nephew of successive doges of Venice - his uncle Agostino was all-

powerful till 1 501 - put 'several thousand ducats' into the firm, sharing in due

course perhaps half the profits, with Torresani and his junior parmer Aldus tak-

ing the other half Whether Alberto Pio, by now prince of Carpi in his own

right, also contributed capital we do not know for certain: in the many fulsome

prefaces addressed to him, it is difficult to disentangle the practical firom the

moral backing. But it seems beyond doubt firom the dedication to Pio of all five

parts of the Greek edition of Aristotle that the long years of preparation had

some substantial support firom him. At any rate, the arrangement with both

13
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Barbarigo and Torresani can be shown to date back at least to 1495. Before

then Aldus may have been dependent on Pio and on such goodwill as he could

find from the class of persons complained of in the epilogue to the grammar of

1493. The most laborious ofthe preparations involved the engraving ofpunches

and impression of matrices from them to make Greek type.

An early sixteenth-century printer announced that he had secured the ser-

vices of the craftsman who had cut all of Aldus's types, one Francesco da

Bologna. He is now satisfactorily identified as Francesco Griffo of Bologna, a

goldsmith known as an engraver of letters from 1475 onwards. The first deci-

sion to be made by Aldus, Francesco and the other advisers of the press (pre-

sumably including some of the Greek scribes and scholars whom Aldus had

made it his business to cultivate) was the form and set of the letters. The earlier

Venetian model of the press of Laonicus and Alexander, with its staggeringly

redundant typecase based on old liturgical hands, or the Florentine model of

Lascaris's inscriptional capitals, beautiful and clear but not easy to read over the

long stretch, were not encouraging.

Effective choice lay between the formalized script, stripped of the elabora-

tions of handwriting, used in earlier Venetian Latin books for short passages of

Greek, and current calligraphic hands. It has generally been taken as a matter

of regret that Aldus (or Griffo) settled on a specimen of the latter, specifically

on a faithful reproduction of the cursive hand of the scribe Immanuel Rhuso-

tas, as the researches of Nicolas Barker have made clear. So influential were the

Aldine books to become that this fount, and its increasingly smaller successors

in the same style, imposed themselves on the European printing of Greek for

hundreds of years. The attempt to capture the freedom and flow of contempo-

rary handwriting in the rigidities of type was, in Victor Scholderer's words,

'directly counter to the very nature and genius of the printed page'. The real

charge against the Aldine Greek founts is not ugliness (though to Proctor they

were ugly), but want of legibility. The fact that Aldus had the more difficult

ligatures, contractions and combinations set out and explained on two pages of

his first book - and this was no more than a selection from the 330 or so separ-

ate sorts of the first fount - is indicative in itself of the difficulties that readers

must have felt at the time, and have ever since. The wearisome overall effect

may be compared to the misguided 'script' founts ofcomputer typefaces nowa-

days, suitable for no more than a visiting card or invitation.

With patrons and backers assembled, a supply of type and stocks of expen-

sive paper laid in at his workshop in Campo Sant'Agostino (Fig.i), the techni-

cal expertise and possibly the actual presses ofhis parmer Torresani at his service,

the stage was at last set for Aldus to put his name to the books themselves.

Gutenberg in Germany and Sweynheym and Pannartz in Italy had made their

14
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beginnings with easily sold schoolbooks, in both cases the Donatus which

formed the staple oflate medieval grammar education. These served at the same

time to advertise their craft and to support their larger enterprises. So too Aldus

began with a grammar, programmatically a Greek accidence. Unlike nearly

everything else he was to print in Greek, Constantine Lascaris's Erotemata was

not an editio princeps with Aldus, having had the honour of being the first

wholly Greek book ever printed (Milan, 1476, with several later editions). But

Aldus had the wit to improve on earlier versions by supplying supplementary

material in the form of a structured introduction to the Greek alphabet and some

simple and familiar reading matter - the Lord's prayer, the opening ofJohn's

gospel, as well as a facing translation of the main text, 'useful, we beheve, for

those setting out on Greek' (Fig.2).

This furst edition is dated in the Venetian style 28 February 1494, that is 1495
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Musaeus, Hero and Leander,

1495-98. The preface refers

to this as a precursor to the

1495 Aristotle, but the facing
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swim across the Hellespont.
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Aristotle, Organon, 1495.
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collected works of Aristotle,
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in the common year, and the supplementary material 8 March 1495. It comes

with two Latin prefaces and an epilogue which constitute the first statement we
have of Aldus's aims. Several interesting points arise. The grammar is held out

as a sample of greater things in store, a first, necessary step when there is such

demand on all sides to learn Greek, and no books are now for sale that could

meet the need. Aldus claims that the text is more correct than earlier editions,

being based on a manuscript revised by the author himselfand recently brought

back from Messina in Sicily by the youthful Venetian nobles Pietro Bembo and

Angelo Gabriele. As it happens the manuscript survives in the Vatican Library,

and the claim can be shown to be false. Aldus in effect reprinted the edition

(implicitly criticized) ofBonus Accursius (Milan, 1480), with sporadic interjec-

tion of glosses taken from Lascaris's revision, and the translation he said he sup-

plied himself was no more than a lightly retouched version of that made and

printed long before by Giovanni Crastoni. For all his many merits, Aldus was

not above cutting corners and obscuring intellectual debts, particularly in his

slighter pieces of printing. But he was by no means the inventor of the inexact

publisher's blurb. The work ends with the promise that if studious youth would

buy his work without delay, 'much more and much better' would be forth-

coming.

Things had now reached a critical stage in the risky adventure on which

Aldus and his parmers were embarked. His next book, a Greek edition of the

ancient (but not so ancient as was then believed) poem on Hero and Leander,

attributed to the mythical poet Musaeus, repeats the brazen appeal for students

to part with their money; in return - and here the programme becomes

specific - he would be able to reward them with Aristotle and the other works

of Greek wisdom (Fig.3). The Greek preface makes the ingenuous admission:

'Without a great deal of money I cannot print.'

A sign of the financial strain involved in the undertaking lies in a document

submitted to the Venetian senate three days before the first part of the Lascaris

was printed, and evidently in urgent anticipation of that first publication. On
25 February 1495 Aldus applied for a privilege which would prevent anyone

else reprinting or importing into Venetian territory any of the books, Greek or

translations from Greek, which Aldus himselfwas designing to publish. And all

this for a term of twenty years, in virtue of a new Greek type 'of the utmost

beauty' and 'two new methods' of putting them to paper, in devising which he

had used up 'a great part ofhis wealth'. It is not at all clear what these undefmed

'secrets' were - probably the vertical kerning between lines and the method of

printing the accents separately above the vowels to which they apply, so as to

limit the number of sorts required to make up the fount. Nor is it clear whether

Aldus was meaning to patent, as it were, the design of the typeface. But the

18
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Books for sale. The first

Aldine advertisement, giving

minimum prices of

everything printed in Greek

up to I October 1498.

Original page-size

357x245 mm.
BN Paris, MS Grec 3064, fol. 84.

Reproduced by courtesy of

the Bibliotheque Nationale

de France.

privilege granted him then was sufficient to see off rival printers ofGreek books

in 1498 when they attempted to issue books in a close copy of his fount, even

if he could no longer at that stage rely on a monopoly of all Greek printing

within the Venetian dominions. The fragile undertaking of 1495 was by 1498

a sturdy business which no longer needed or justified this restraint of trade,

thanks largely to Aldus's own success.

PRINTING THE PHILOSOPHER

That success was founded on the Greek Aristotle (Fig.4). The separate editions

issued over the four years 1495 - 98, each volume bearing an allusion to the priv-

ilege granted by the senate, were undoubtedly conceived as a series, though each

was available by itself. Aldus himself distinguished between the volume of log-

ical works (the Organon, or 'instrument', so called from a poem prefixed to this

edition) which was published in November 1495 and the later volumes of 'pliil-

osophy'. This was the real work which the partnership was set up to create.

The other Latin and Greek works of the earliest years were for the most part

either quickly produced, easily sold educational texts, or in the nature of pri-

vate press work for members of Aldus's intellectual and academic circle. The

five stout parts - often bound in six volumes owing to the great bulk of part

IV- contain neither all of Aristotle nor only Aristotle. But 'the Aldine Aristotle'

remains, in terms of the labour involved and the magnificence of the result, the

greatest publishing venture of the fifteenth century. The centrality of Aristotle

in intellectual life of the time can hardly be overstressed. In Latin dress he

lay at the heart of any university course in philosophy, as dominant at the end

of the Quattrocento as in the preceding three hundred years. The humanist

return ad fontes, to the originals unobscured by imprecise translation and the

encrustations of scholastic commentary, was the indispensable background to

the edition. The call had been voiced for Aristotle in particular by Ermolao

Barbaro ; the climate he helped to create fmds further reflection in the creation

of a lectureship in Greek philosophy in the Venetian university at Padua in

1497. The new availability of the original text must also have played a part.

Certain important Aristotelian works were as yet unfmdable, notably the

Rhetoric and the Poetics - Aldus was later to print the first Greek editions ofboth.

The second volume is largely taken up with the works of Theophrastus, the

successor of Aristotle in the Athenian Lyceum. This seems to have been on the

advice of a scholastic philosopher at Padua named Francesco Cavalli, who wrote

a treatise on the order in which Aristotle's works on natural philosophy were

to be disposed, a treatise which Aldus was intending to print. When we fmd the

contents of the Aristotle specified in four volumes in an advertisement of 1498

20
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Comoediae of Aristophanes,

1498. The first publication of

the masterpieces of Athenian
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Musurus. This page shows

the opening of The Frogs.
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Aldine greek type, fringed
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(with the logical works classed separately), that probably reflects the intellectual

structure rather than the chronological appearance of the set (Fig. 5).

Aldus had many other helpers beside Cavalli. GrifFo may have been called

upon to supply new sorts when the Lascaris type was recast on a larger body,

with an increase in contractions and abbreviations. Scholars came from the uni-

versity milieu: Thomas Linacre, 'an Englishman most learned in Latin and

Greek', is thanked among others in the preface to the second volume of Aris-

totle (Linacre owned, no doubt thanks to this editorial work, the only known
complete set of the Aristotle printed on vellum, an extraordinary treasure now
in New College, Oxford). Two learned Greeks displaced by political turmoil

in Florence, Marcus Musurus and Aristobulus Apostolis, were editors and con-

tributors to the press from 1495. We have from 1498 an interesting picture,

drawn by Musurus in a Greek letter, of the exacting labour of correcting proof

in the Aldine office : mistakes of the compositors swarmed before the eyes like

heads of the Hydra - as soon as one was cut ofl" more appeared.

These and other Greek scholars were employed on more than correcting

proof. They helped in the first place to gather and compare the manuscripts

needed for the editions ; they wrote out fair copies to spare the precious manu-

scripts from the markings of the compositors - not often enough, it must be

said ; they corrected the text of an author before and through the press. The

search for copy took Aldus's letters all over Europe, as far, he said, as distant

Britain. Even the Aristotle was held up in its last volume as he tried to obtain

Greek manuscripts of works known only in Latin translation. Of some texts it

was a triumph to secure even one copy. We must not ask of Aldine editions

what they cannot give, a balanced critical recension which even in our own day

has hardly been achieved for many Greek authors. The aims of textual purity

and correctness were often trumpeted in early editions, long before Aldus,

indeed, but with special emphasis in his prefaces. But these aims, no doubt

genuinely held, all too frequently succumbed to the messy pressures of the

printing house, as the number of errata pages attached to his editions attest.

Something is better than nothing, Aldus says in the preface to Theocritus in

1496, and a text once printed can at least fmd many correctors where a manu-

script can only receive occasional emendation. This of course is true in the long

run, but sidesteps the whole problem of corrupt texts being fixed in hundreds

of copies by the printing press. We can turn to a candid critic of Aldus, his close

friend Antonio Urceo, to examine contemporary reaction.

Urceo, professor of Latin and Greek at Bologna, had already helped Aldus

with the preparations for the Theocritus, by seeking out codices and offering

explanations of a textual crux. When the third part of the Aristotle appeared

early in 1498, Urceo wrote to another friend that he was overjoyed to have it.
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an invaluable aid to his teaching. But two aspects dismayed him, the very high

cost of the volume, for which he could have got ten good Latin books, and the

fact that the misprints were so frequent that he was often in a quandary as to

whether they were actual errors or simply terms unknown to him. He expresses

surprise that the Greeks in Aldus's employ could have let such damaging non-

sense go by.

All this casts doubt on the general accuracy of Aldine texts, doubts which

modern research has tended to back in detail. In the rare instances that we can

examine the manuscripts collated for use at the press, or actually used as print-

er's copy, the process of correction seems bewilderingly haphazard. Emenda-

tion is casual and as often wrong as right, the results very often imperfectly

communicated to the pressmen. It seems that commercial pressures, the need to

get saleable products onto the bookstalls, overwhelmed the scholarly care we

might have expected from the tone and statements of the prefaces. It is in any

case true that Greek philology, even among Greeks as expert as Musurus, had

not advanced far enough to deal with the large scale corruption carried by late

Byzantine manuscripts.

Urceo also raises the question of the price of Aldus's products. Good fortune

has preserved in a single copy in Paris an advertisement which Aldus had print-

ed in the same year, 1498, that saw the completion of the Aristotle, and thus the

initial programme of the parmership (Fig. 5). By now there were many other

Aldine editions on sale, and from account books of the Barbarigo family we can

deduce a rough division into works produced for the parmership, works printed

by Aldus on his own account {i.e., at his own cost and risk), and those printed

on commission for others. The advertisement dated i October 1498 sets out

only those books printed in Greek which were available for sale at Venice.

Though the list has uses for dating individual editions and instructive absences

- works which we know to have been printed but which are not offered for

sale - its main interest lies in the scale ofminimum prices given for each book:

minimum, because that was the price at source, in Aldus's shop and presum-

ably also iri Torresani's elsewhere in the city, without binding or illumination

or whatever else buyers might want in order to individualize their copies.

The prices no doubt bore some relation to the labour involved, and Aldus

constantly stresses the difficulties of getting hold of and setting up in type these

Greek texts. But they were seen as expensive at the time, by others besides

Urceo; and well into the sixteenth century, as late as 1547, apparently new sets

of Aristotle were still available for sale. In 1525 Erasmus ordered a set from the

heirs of Aldus. In his own edition of Aristotle of 153 1 - the second printing in

Greek, none having been called for in the interval - he remarked that the cost

of the Aldine had always been a bar to poor students of philosophy. The five

Aquarius from the

Astronomici Veteres, I4S)9.

The woodcuts of the

constellations were re-used

blocks from Venetian

astronomical editions

of the 1480S.

Original page-size

301x208 mm.
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A page of the Miscellanea of
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Opera of the Florentine

humanist published in 1498.
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Original page-size
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volumes were offered in 1498 at a total of eleven ducats, the most substantial

part (IV) alone costing three ducats. Comparisons in this area are notoriously

difficult, but the monthly wage of a compositor in a printing house might be

three or four ducats ; the Vatican librarian earned ten ducats a month, a school-

master might make fifty ducats per year, a well-paid humanities professor as

much as a hundred and fifty ducats. Where we can compare similar works on

sale at Venetian booksellers of the time, usually in the lower range ofgrammars

and dictionaries, Aldine prices are often twice as high. The books were avail-

able, but they were not cheap.

AFTER ARISTOTLE

Besides the Aristotle, which in itself outweighed in sheer number of pages all

Greek ever printed before, by 1498 Aldus had put out a few works of a liter-

ary kind. But the intent was not so much literary as didactic and linguistic.

Greek texts were presented as a means of opening up the stores of Greek learn-

ing, still in many areas valid guides to the sciences. The edition of Hesiod and

Theocritus was printed in February 1496 at the request of his old teacher Bat-

tista Guarino, who wished to lecture on these texts at Ferrara, Aristophanes,

edited by Marcus Musurus in 1498 (Fig.6), was recommended by Aldus as a

guide to pure spoken Attic Greek, not for any literary or even comic quality -

though Musurus spoke of it as light relief from a diet of Aristotle. Aldus's pref-

ace to the edition insists, rather oddly in the context but in essence repeating

the call first heard in the prefaces to Aristotle, on the absolute necessity of Greek

for access to the disciplines of rhetoric and dialectic, mathematics and medicine,

and all branches of philosophy.

In this regard Aldine production diverged sharply from the continuing series

of literary texts issuing from Alopa's press in Florence - the Greek Anthology,

Callimachus, Lucian, Apollonius Rhodius, as well as some texts of a more prac-

tical nature. The market Aldus had in view was resolutely academic, and this

extended to a large sector of his Latin publications too. It might seem to us that

the Neoplatonic commentaries translated into Latin by Marsilio Ficino (Sept-

ember 1497) would not have found a wide acceptance, but Aldus was told pre-

cisely the opposite in an encouraging letter sent him by the poet Ariosto soon

after its appearance. The collection of Greek and Latin astronomical texts (not

clearly distinguished from astrological works) which appeared in 1499 was also

undoubtedly intended for university instruction. A set of rather crude wood-

cuts of the star figures adorns Aratus in this collection, one of the few occasions

that Aldus deigned to publish an illustrated book (Fig.7).

A special case was the Opera omnia of Politian (Fig. 8). Apart from the poet
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Giannantonio Campano and his own friend Giovanni Pico, Politian was the first
PWter in Greek, about 1498. ^ 1

• 1 •

The title page with one of Contemporary author to have his works gathered together in this way. For
Aldus's rare woodcut Aldus it was Something of a departure: previous to this edition of 1408 he had
borders, showing in the right ... . ii--i i ir i

margin King David with his prmted m Latm Only the Ficino edition and occasional pieces by friends (Bem-

L^Ttai^tters^'in^ed^r'^i^f
^°'^ dialogue De Aetna and Alessandro Benedetti's Diaria de hello Carolino in

traditional liturgical look. 1496, along with relatively short texts by his medical colleagues and helpers on
Onginal page-size

j-j^^ Aristotle, Lorenzo Maioh and Niccolb Leoniceno in 1497). The Politian was

1A.24458, sig. as. a much bigger job than any of these, 452 leaves, but fortunately the hard work

of assembling the scattered philological papers of the great humanist had been

done by his devoted coterie at Florence and Bologna. Indeed, the project was

to have been printed by the Bolognese printer Platone Benedetti, who had been

involved in the publication of Politian's separate works since the early 1490s.

But at Benedetti's death in August 1496 the edition had probably not progressed

much beyond the single sheet which has recently come to light. Here then was

a ready-made prestige edition for a scholarly publisher such as Aldus had

already proved himself to be, one that required a fair amount of Greek and a

small quantity of Hebrew. For his part Aldus could add some material deriving

from the papers of Ermolao Barbaro and the letters he had exchanged with

Politian in 1484. Apparently with Aldus's acquiescence, the editor Alessandro

Sarti retouched these letters with favourable mentions of himself.

Two other small works of this period stand outside the normal run of pro-

duction. Without prefaces from Aldus himself, they are probably works com-

missioned by, or at least for the use of, the Uniate Greek community in Venice

and the Venetian dominions. But the Greek Psalter (Figs 9 - 11) and miniature

Greek Book of Hours (Fig, 12), both of 1497 - 98, may have had a pedagogic

purpose too. Politian himself said he had learned Greek by studying a bilin-

gual Bible, and the familiarity of the liturgical content to Latin speakers lent

itself to use in these books as simple readers for beginners.A further clue is the

very rare introduction to Greek (Brevissima introductio ad litteras graecas), like the

Hours in 16° format and bound with it in three copies now in Paris and

New York. The two opuscula seem designed for one another's company,

evidently for the use of Latin readers.

CHANGING direction: LATIN AND VERNACULAR

As we reach 1499, a change in the editorial direction of the Aldine press begins

to be observed. Certainly Aldus could still produce in that year two wholly

Greek texts very much in the erudite tradition of Barbaro and Venetian

humanism: the medical works ofDioscorides and Nicander, and a collection of

the Greek epistolographers dedicated to his friend Urceo. But he had promised
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After the passage through the

press of most of the sheets of

the Greek Psalter it was

noticed that a line of Psalm

72 ('He shall have dominion

also from sea to sea') had

been inadvertently omitted.

In most copies the verse was

written in by hand in the

printing house. The
remaining sheets of the run

had the first few lines reset in

a smaller type so as to

squeeze in the omitted

matter. The plates show
sig. II of c. 9. a. 2 with

manuscript addition and

G. 12028 with reset type.

Original page-size

200x131 mm (c.9.a.2) and

204x144 mm (g. 12028). f^(fxnu'mwy^9 iKZmetsnfV'V^ 'mpnT^^^i^

W^Kpct^ltiqpfW'^0ff%V^O¥TOC4mi^ twiou

^¥9(infvfi,%$d(4p$ftrM^C9nftf i'm^fcfm
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Greek Hours of the Virgin

Mary, 1497. A little

prayer-book for Greek exiles,

printed in black and red. The

cut of the Annunciation was

from a block used by another

printer for a Latin Book of

Hours in 1493.

Original page-size

112x74 mm.
G.12135, sig. ai^-a2.

much more in this Hne, as early as 1497 the works of Plato in Greek, and even

earlier a whole series of the ancient Aristotelian commentators. The problem

seems to have been that the original Greek texts in their expensive folios were

very welcome to very few. Perhaps no more than five per cent of Italians with

a humanist education (that is, in the classics) could really get to grips with un-

adorned - in places unintelligibly corrupt - Greek texts; when they could, as

in the case of Antonio Urceo, the blemishes leaped to the eye. The professional

philosophers of the north Italian universities were in general not humanist by

training and were not easy to wean from their medieval Latin Aristotle, with

all its accumulated weight of still active Averroistic commentary. Torresani

himself had taken part in the printing of a huge collected Latin Aristotle in the

1480S and was still publishing a great deal of scholastic Aristotelian commen-

tary on his own account even while sharing in Aldus's enterprise. He knew

what would sell.

A straw in the wind was the need to equip, probably around 1498, the early

Musaeus with a facing Latin translation. Another may have been the abandon-

ment of a Greek edition of Athenaeus, whose table talk was so little in demand

that no edition in any language appeared in the fifteenth century. One trial leaf

datable to about 1498 survives to show Aldus's intention, not in the event put

into effect until 15 14, at the end of his life. An ambitious plan for a polyglot

Bible was likewise projected and abandoned about this time, as we shall see.

The year 1499 brought the death of the patrician backer of the firm, Pier-

francesco Barbarigo. Doubtless Aldus and Torresani took some thought on their

future course at this stage in the life of the company, to which in any case the

completion of Aristotle in 3700 folio pages had given a natural pause. From this

time too, small signs appear of pressures on Aldus to change direction. Urceo:

in the letter mentioned above says already in 1498 that he can hope for no

favours from Aldus because of 'the greed of his parmers'. In 1499 Aldus sent his

regrets to the secretary of the Florentine republic, Marcello Virgilio Adriani,

that he could not offer his books at a discount because they were 'a joint ven-

ture with others'. The commercial turn things were taking was evident to Janus

Lascaris at the end of 1 501 when he rebuked Aldus for deserting the printing of

Greek books, a desertion motivated solely by the need to make money. This is

echoed and amplified when in 1505 we hear from one of Aldus's closest co-

workers, the Nuremberg DominicanJohannes Cuno, that Torresani was block-

ing further publication in Greek, something that was independently worrying

Aldus's friend Scipione Forteguerri in the same year. The heroic age of Greek

printing was past. But if survival meant the abandonment of the pure, quixotic

vision of a world poring over ancient commentators on Aristotle, it is a measure

ofAldus's tenacity that he managed to carry so much ofhis original programme
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into the sixteenth century against the commercial tide. Retrenchment and

adaptation were the order of the day.

The change is signalled by two books of 1499 which would have been dis-

tinctly out of place in his repertoire till then. In July 1499 he published for the

first time a work of purely Latin erudition, Niccolo Perotti's Cornucopiae. The

book was a vast encyclopaedia of the Latin language - more than 700 pages in

Aldus's edition - cast in the form of a commentary on part of Martial's epi-

grams. This unpromising format had in fact proved extremely popular since its

first appearance at Venice in 1489, and no fewer than nine editions appeared in

the next decade. It remains to be investigated whether Aldus's assertion that his

edition was superior in having been taken from 'the archetype' is justified. One
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Hypnerotomachia Poliphili,

1499. Two of the triumphal

processions which pass by
Poliphilo in his dream pursuit

of Polia. The excellence of

the design - running head,

woodcut, massed capitals,

woodcut initials and text

type - gives a coherence of

text and illustration

unequalled in incunable

printing. The pages show the

triumph ofJupiter and

Semele (86.k.9, sig. I5) and of

Vertumnus and Pomona
(1B.24499, sig. m4).

Original page-size

304x204 mm (86.k..9) and

286x200 mm (1B.24499).

OiARTVS

LA MVLTrrVDINB DEGLI AMANTI QOVENI.ET
DILLE DIVE AMOKOSE PVELLE LANTMPHAAPOU
PHILOFACVNDAMENTEDECHIARA. CHIFVRO^
NO ET COMEBAGU DII AMATE.'ET GU CHORJ D£
CUDIVI VATICANTANTI.VIDE

LCVNOMAIDITANTOINDEFESSOELO
qtiioaptainente(cac»>iiiiiiO(larebbc,che ^diuini'ar

dianiciiferunclocoptoroflcpienaniente potdTceuadc

re& ufcire>Et expteflamentenztmcjkcum auanioM
uapomfa^ndednenti Triumphi.pcrennc gloria, fdK

iufartida,5efccIicemfmdio,arcaa<|ucftc quatro iutfi

«efetuge«kiiiei»ioiando (pc&ammecma parole fuffickntancntceac"

primcK ualeffe. Oloagli indyti tdoh&aitxoi&ftipanKs^me di mii#

mcre&pmllallKkNymphe,piuche^l«natdadfgIia^Ili(uicUepn^-

imxt & psuie& aftutule cum gli jwxrepdffimii ainanti dc mibcfcencc

Icdepilc gene, Adalcuni la primula bniiginc fplendcfcctcle male in'

fcrpiua ddidofe aiacrcmcnte fcfti^uano . Moke hauendo Icficolcfue

accenfe&ardcnte.AlcuneuidiPaftophoit. . Alifccumdritehaflc

idoiiwttdcprifchcfpoltt.EttaUAaaritTtopMopdmaii^ordiiMtt
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cum rdJgio(b tripudio plaudcndo& iubilindo
.
Qualeenmo le Nym-

phc Amadryade,&^U redolend fiori leHymenide, riuirente, (alicndo

locundedinand&da aualu^ laco del florco Vcrtunno flri(f(o nella fron

tedepurpurancc&mclincrofc.cumclgraniopicnodcodohfcri & fpC'^

datinimifiori,aiiundU(lagioncdelLuioroArictc,Scdcndootiantc£c>'

pnuna uetcrrima Vcha,daquatro cornigcri Fauni drata.lnuinculad de

ftrophiedenoucllc&onde.CumUruaamata & beilifTinu moglie Po-

monacxironaadefructi cum omatodefluodegIibiodifl1micapigIi,pa

fca cUo fcdetc,& a gli pcdi ddlaqualc una codilia Clcpfydria iaccua.nd

Ienuneccncnt]euna(tipatacopiadcfion& macurad (njudticma. imixxz

fogliatura.PrarcaietcIa Vdiaaglittahcnd Fauni propin<| duefi>iino(c

Nymphcanfignanc,Vnacu uno ha(tilc T ropharo gcrula, dc Ligoni.Bt

dcnd.(arculi»&£ddonetd ,ca una ppcndctc tabcllaabacacu tale dtulor*

INTEGERRIMAM CORPOR. VALITVDJNEM.ET
STABILEROBVR.CASTASQYE MEMSAR.DEU

TIAS.ETBEATAM ANIMI SECVRITA
T£MCVLTOiUBJd,OFFERO.

m Hit
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^TIMOKOYPHI/
LAPKIA

iAPTEMElS

D. M.
LrNDIATHA
SIVS PVELLA
PVERHICSVM
SINEVIVERE
NOLVIMORI

MALVI
ATSINOR.IS
SATEST
*VAL£*^.

Excitato fttaitnopoeda taotaiK

nuftattdimonunienti indip^
Donao^mc uno epigramou
tlcjuanaib pcrpkxo canido,
in raarmoro trouai , foUaicMe
laparte m&npucii una arulan

maOa^ilrefiduo coofiidotatec

laiacoia.

CamtiimaHdk^atione &pta-
«rc<|udli fpcdandi fragmcntiini

lando^uidopiu anchora indaga«'

tealtio dinouo QtouatcDindidu>
i^uequal animale quarriubodo H
pa^uio famprc piugrato non altra

menttttanfKrendomeper gtia^
ridiruinedi ingcntifrufti di com'
ne,&taieincegre.DiUa|uaIe uolai

do fapcrckrorte^unamcnfuarai al

foiocxte(a,&dairocco finaailaco

Cndtira,croiJai dilfuo fcapo la^cc
ritateilepteodtametrodilla fuaima

craflicudineXI^iui^ximo mifeof
fcrfcuno uctcfrimo (cpulcbro ,(cn

'da atcuna fcriptura.ncilaquale mt
una fra^ura rtmando uidi foloIr*

funcraleueflimcnd ,& calciamenti

petrificad.ConicAurairagioncuot
«*>^-«^^!s:<s«^wi>.x,s^^i5,*^^

mmtedi!kp«ra(arcophago(pcrtaIceffcaojditroadcdiAfia,fafpk&lo

dilcadauerodi Dario*

Etad uicino uidt uno nobileiepulchro di porpb)rrttc,ci:quilitafflCii^

teexcalpto trafiiuarichiarbufcoli.dilqualemi feofferfc ad k-
geic uno cl^ntccpitaphio,8£haucailcoo^itorio'mtem

plo c^tgio ,6c fcandulato fquameamcnte, una patte

dd diSto fopia laica riftato,&Mtnmtu%
dcte^a folifliifna ,&dialc

praedanfictituloin-
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real and useful innovation (with a remote German precedent) was the first ap-

pearance of pagination in an Italian printed book, half-leaves (as Aldus called

them) equipped with 'arithmeticis numeris*. hi conjunction with the lineation

supplied for easy reference, this procedure transferred to the printer the work

Aldus had instructed the reader to perform for himselfin the preface to the 1497

Greek-Latin dictionary.

Very different again was the Hypnerotomachia Poliphili, the first vernacular

text printed by Aldus (Figs 13 - 15, 17). It is nowadays the most celebrated of

his editions, and the most controversial. The fame of the book arises from its

magnificent woodcuts, the controversy attends the authorship of both the

woodcuts and the text. The Hypnerotomachia is a prose romance in two books

which narrates the symbolic dream of Poliphilo and the story of his love for

Polia, a lady ofTreviso. The whole story is cast as the 'strife oflove in a dream',

as the title translates, and is shot through with a dreamlike mix of allegory,

archaeology and myth. It draws both upon the earlier antiquarianism of the

humanists Ciriaco d'Ancona and Felice Feliciano and upon the current fashion

for difHcult and technical late Latin prose. That fashion is here transmuted into

an extraordinarily exotic Latinate vernacular, a language never spoken and

never again attempted in Italian literature.

The question of authorship has been hotly debated in recent years. The old

theory - dating back to the early sixteenth century - which ascribes it to Fra

Francesco Colonna on the basis ofan acrostic picked out ofthe beautiful wood-

cut capitals that begin each chapter, and confirmed by an initial printed poem

in a single copy in Berlin, seems still to be the most likely. Fra Francesco was a

priest and novice master at Treviso who became a decidedly unreformed sort

ofDominican at the Venetian house of SS. Giovanni e Paolo. We know a good

deal about his career, chiefly firom documents of the many legal cases in which

his wayward lifestyle embroiled him. One of these documents demands from

him (in 1501) the return of a loan made by the Dominicans for help in printing

the book. Yet the main subvention for the printing costs came from Leonardus

Crassus (Leonardo Grassi, papal protonotary, a firiend of the late Ermolao

Barbaro), whose letter of dedication to the Duke of Urbino mentions that he

has had the edition printed at his own expense. And indeed a decade later the

record shows Grassi seeking an extension for a further ten years of the privilege

which protected the book in Venetian territory. The Hypnerotomachia, into

which he had sunk 'several hundred ducats', had failed to sell in the disturbed

state of Italy at the time, riven by war and plague as it was - and an Italian text

could fmd no market outside Italy.

The failure surprises us, but perhaps it did not greatly surprise Aldus. The

book provides the first clear example in his output of commissioned work.

15

Romantic archaeology in the

Hypnerotomachia: Poliphilo

and his beloved Polia find

themselves in a cemetery

full of inscriptions

commemorating lovers

who had died for love.

Original page-size

304x204 mm.
86.k.9, sig. q6^.
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Pietro Bembo, De Aetna,

1496. This dialogue between

Pietro Bembo and his father

Bernardo was Aldus's

first publication wholly in

Latin. A new roman
typeface was designed

for it, derivatives of which

still bear Bembo 's name.

Original page-size

196x149 mm.
G.9289, sig. A2^.

cxplicabo;non canfrcccnfcatiir. !gi-

turjcumiliummiiltainumbrafedcn^n

comperiflem ; ita inidum interpcllandt

cumfcd. PETRVS BEMBVS FILI

VS. Diuquidem paterhiefcda:& certc

ripahaccuirens;c!uam populi tuae iftac

dmiiflimacinumtjrant;U fluuiusalit ;ali

quanto fngidioreftfbrtafle,^fitfatis

.

BERNARDVS BEMBVS PATER.
Ego ucro Bi nufpiamcflclibentiusfolco;

qinhaccumripac,tum arborum ,tum-

cciam fluminisamoenitate: neq; eft,quocl

ucrcare,nequi<i nobis frigus hoc noccat,

praefcrtim in tanto aeftatis ardore: Sed

fed(H tu quidan perbcne;qui meab iis

cogitarionibusrcuocafti;quasdchbcnttf-

fimelemperabiicio.cumin Nonianum

uenitur;ctnucquidcm nobis ncfcio quo

pa€to furtim irrcpferantnonmodo non

uocanabus , fei ctiam imiitis

.

BEMBVS FILIVS . Dercp.fci

lt<xt co^tabasaiiquid.aiitcotcdctriuin
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PATIENTIA EST OKNAMENTVM CVSTO
DIA ET PKOTECTIO VITAE.
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undertaken entirely at the risk of outside backers. His part in the printing is

confined to an unemphatic colophon at the end of an errata hst, the preface and

commendatory verses being left to those responsible for the publication. Yet

Aldus cannot have failed to take a close interest in the setting up of the

romance, for it demanded and got the very highest standard ofbook production.

The Aldine roman, first cut by Griffo for Bembo's Aetna in 1496 (Fig. 16) and

recut with a larger and lighter upper case in 1499, is justly famous for its

clarity and beauty; in the words of George Painter, it was the first fifteenth-

century type 'consciously designed according to purely typographical ideals,

in liberation from manuscript models'. The 'Bembo' type is here sometimes

laid out so as to represent the objects described in the text, in the ancient

tradition of technopaignia.

The great distinction of the Hypnerotomachia, however, Hes in its blending of

type, woodcut capitals and woodcut illustrations in a harmonious whole. The

illustrations themselves closely follow the text as Pohphilo moves through the

dream landscape of ancient ruins and shattered inscriptions, arcane hieroglyphs

and obelisks, triumphal processions of nymphs and satyrs. The great beauty of

the classicizing style of these woodcuts has provoked many attempts to identify

the artist with a known master, none of which has met with widespread

favour. Part of the difficulty Ues in matching a painter or illuminator's style to

17

The significance of symbols:

the fint appearance of

the dolphin and anchor in

Aldine work {Hypnerotomachia

sig. dy), later adopted as

Aldus's printer's device. The

text offers the interpretation

in Latin and Greek:

'hasten slowly'.

Detail of IB.24499.
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Epistok of St Catherine of

Siena, 1500. The hand of the

artist of the Hypnerotomachia

has been seen in the fine

woodcut which faces the

beginning of the text.

St Catherine holds a book

inscribed with the very

first italic type.

Original page-size

308x210 mm.
IB.24504, sig. [*]io^.

what appears in the coarser medium of woodblocks, generally cut by a work-

man from a master's design. The most that can be said with assurance is that the

designer was familiar with the work ofAndrea Mantegna and Giovanni Bellini,

and lies within that ambit of north Italian classicism which contributed so

much to the hand-painted illumination of incunabula (see Frontispiece). We
have no information on the relations of Aldus with anyone connected with the

commission, nor with the artist of the woodcuts. But the printed mis-en-page

is so carefully arranged that it is impossible to think that he did not have direct

dealings with the author and illustrator. At the very least the dolphin and

anchor on fol. dy (Fig. 17), one of the many representations of 'hasten slowly'

in the book, seized Aldus's imagination, becoming in due course his motto and

his printer's device.

Commissioned work continued in 1500 with the production of another

edition outside the 'programmatic' range of Aldine texts. The Italian Letters of

St Catharine of Siena were printed in September 1 500 on behalf of Margherita

Ugelheimer (Fig, 18). She was the Venetian widow of the German parmer of

NicholasJenson, a man ofgreat wealth ifwe mayjudge from the supreme qual-

ity of the artists he engaged to add painted illumination to his incunables.

Thanks to a surviving agreement written in Aldus's hand we know that manu-

scripts of the Letters were sought from a Dominican monastery in Venice and

taken for printing against a sum of sixty ducats should they be damaged ; the

monastery was also to receive ten copies of the printed book in exchange for

the loan. The text, though quite different from the character of Aldine produc-

tion hitherto, was by no means alien to Aldus's deep religiosity, to which he

gave full expression in a letter of dedication to the future Pius III.

A NEW style: octavo and italic

The times were very uncertain. Venetian defeats and Turkish advances caused

the collapse of the long credit printers needed, and many firms went to the wall

in the period around 1 500. The business of Aldus and Torresani was one of the

fortunate survivors, and actually began to thrive against a background of gen-

eral economic gloom. But this was accomplished only by setting out on a new

path. Several factors must have come together in the parmers' minds.

We have seen the gradual abandonment of exclusive reliance on Greek edi-

tions, for the most part of an increasingly recherche nature. Works such as the

Perotti and St Catharine showed the way to ready sales of Latin and vernacu-

lar texts. The only other edition Aldus issued in 1500 was a quarto Lucretius.

Unlike most major Latin poets, Lucretius had not at that point attracted any

humanist commentary. His plain text in the Aldine makes a striking contrast to
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Lucretius, De rerum natura,

1500. A plain text, using the

initials of the Hypnerotomachia

and edited for Aldus by the

humanist Girolamo Avanzi.

Original page-size

21 IX 152 mm.
G.9474, sig. ai.

the sea ofcommentary that washed against small islands oftext in late fifteenth-

century Venetian editions of the poets (Fig. 19). There was at the same time a

move in the world of luxury manuscript production towards small-format

codices of the Latin classics, portable, often highly decorated, stripped of the

apparatus of scholarship that tradition dictated in didactic contexts.

The precise origins of the Aldine italic pocket-books are still a matter of

debate. It is certain, however, that Aldus was well acquainted with such small

manuscripts of poetic texts. He comes close to saying, in dedicatory remarks

addressed to Pietro Bembo in his 15 14 edition ofVirgil, that books in the posses-

sion of Pietro's father, Bernardo, had given him the idea of the format for the

octavo series which is one of his great innovations. The innovation lay not in

the small format, often used by printers for devotional texts, but in applying it

to a class of literature hitherto issued in large and imposing folios or quartos. It

is also certain that the small-format manuscripts in Bernardo Bembo's library

included a good number written by the leading Paduan scribe, Bartolomeo San-

vito, whose hand seems to be the best and closest model for the Aldine italic.

This famous type was a sympathetic rendering by Francesco Griffo of the best

humanist cursive script of the day, a wholly new departure in Latin typo-

graphy but parallel to Aldus's adaptation of Greek cursive hands for his earlier

work. If italic has today become practically confmed to words that convention

dictates be 'italicized', we must also recognize that it appeared to contempo-

raries as a revelation of elegance - to Erasmus, 'the neatest types in the world'.

The narrow set of the type is also very economical of paper, an important con-

sideration in those days. The very first appearance is in a few words set in the

woodcut that adorns the folio St Catherine (Fig. 18), followed by limited use in

the preface to the second (quarto) edition of Aldus's Latin grammar of Febru-

ary 1 501. Italic reached its manifest destiny as the text type of the book which

began Aldus's great series of octavo classics, the Virgil of April 1501 (Figs 20-

21). True to the aspirations of the series, the preface is one of the briefest of any

Aldine edition: 'this purified text is offered in the form in which you see it; the

minor and obscene poems we have not thought worth putting in this handbook

{enchiridium). It is our intention to print all the best authors in this same type.'

The aims of the enchiridia are more illuminatingly put in the preface to

Horace, addressed inMay to Aldus's old friend, the patrician diaristMarin Sanudo

(who had also received the dedication of the 1498 Politian). The emphasis is

placed on the inviting smallness of the book, which could supply reading mat-

ter for the odd moments snatched from Sanudo's labours on behalf of the re-

public. Here lies the key to the octavos and their market. The editions were not

designed, like the vast folios of Aristotle and their fellows, for the high-level

humanist scholar and university professional. They were, as Aldus put it in the
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TXVCRETI I CARI DERERVM
NATVRA,

LIBER PRJMVS.

Eneadnm genitiix hottii''

nutn ^diuuni'que uoluptai

almaVcnuf»adi fubtera
bentiafigna

qu£ mare natrfgerum^qtUB

tciras Inigifcrentcis

concekbias ^pei tequoni
am genusomneanimantum

condpitur.uifit'queexorrum lumina Solis,

teDea te fugiunt ueiiri ,tc nubila caeli,

aduencum'que ruum,tibi fuaueis dxdalatcllttf

fubmictic floKs.tibi ridentsEquotaponti,

placatum'aue nitet difFufo nuniinc cxlutn.

Nam fimulac fpedes patefaftaft uenia did

,

et refcrata uiget genitabilis aura fauonii

,

acriaeprimum uolucres tediua,tuum'quc

fignificant initum perculfe corda tua ui.

Inde feraepccudespedu Itant pabula lattt,

et raptdos tranantamncw^ita capta lepoie

tc fequitur cupide ,quo quanque inducete pcrgir.

Dcniqucpcfmaria,acmonteis,fluuio$'qucrapacetf,

ftondiferas'que domos auium.campos'que uiretitof

omnibus incutieiis blandum per petiora amoieni

efficis.ut cupidegen cratim fecla propagent.

Qjix quoniam rcrumnamram fola gubemaf,

nee finetequicquamdiasinJuminif oras

cxoriuir,iieq? fit lictum.iieque amaljile quicquam,

tc fociain ftudeo fctibendis uerfibus effe

,

quos cgQ de return natuta pangere conof
Mcmmiadx noftro.quem tu dea tempotc in omni^
omnibus onutum uoIuiHi excellere rebus.

Q,uo magisxuamm da di&if diualepoietn,
a.
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ft^ueddtoturbaturdgm entffi at^UiU
r0titmf *gfr 4|B hmc etn0» itix Tkyn4mm .

: i(imn£mftsctrylosni»i9mnf^m^m^

t^^S^^f'*/^ /''"fw *«»<*•« a»»««x* rehfut
*ffmdmH\mnoitH JimmmnlenAfit^t

,

t ralem^s memtm frsditrrt fttrms •

*pepi^*amdfr*dixitdkilmmmx'
Is erf mmen^ifh- dem (^m fit , 4(4 Tityremkf
Iv tirm^^iMMdicKftf Ronwm,MrUWe Puimm Ti.
'- mUmephmcti0^mftmlmyffmftj^Umm
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Opera of Virgil, 1501. The
first of the octavo classics,

and the first book printed

wholly in italic type. Aldus

pays tribute to Francesco

Griffo, the designer of

the type, in the verses on
the left-hand page.

Original page-size

154x87 mm.
C.i9.f.7, sig. ai^-a2.
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AINZ.
P.YJA.AEMEIDOS LI1I&

DVODICIIiVS.

Aiiwy <w««w,Pmrwii yrfifin^^y

C mptS9r,fnptcTdf4m,et tmrnfef̂ Su,

V jr«rtftxMffrMt^amme*^f^*^V^*r

Aix}ther page from the

1 501 Virgil, showing the

hand-decorated opening of

Aeneid xn. This vellum copy

came from the Gonzaga

library at Mantua and

probably belonged to

Isabella d'Estc.

Actual size.

C.l9.f.7, sig. V2^.
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Gli Asolani of Pietro Bembo,
a vernacular dialogue on the

nature of love printed in

1505. The end of the text is

followed by the colophon

and one of Aldus 's frequent

notices of privilege,

protecting the work against

reprinting by others within

the Venetian dominion for

a period often years.

Original page-size

204x123 mm.
G. 10472, sig. m8.

second of his advertisements, dated 1503,'libelli portatiles', books which could

be carried about - and read - by persons who had education but Utde leisure,

or education and too much leisure: in other words, politicians and diplomats

and officers of state, prelates of the church and cultivated members of the rich

Italian courts. The setting at the court ofAsolo ofBembo's dialogue Gli Asolani

(published by Aldus in 1505: Fig.22) and at the court of Urbino of Castighone's

// Cortegiano (printed by Aldus's heirs in 1528) exactly catches the refmed world

which he was now penetrating: books for ladies and gentlemen. Many of these

were poetic texts where the massed italic was less apt to weary the eye than long

lines of prose.

And these books sold. By the time of the dedication to Bembo in 15 14,

Aldus had already exhausted two editions of the works of Virgil (which we can

estimate to have been about 3000 for each run). By contrast, nearly all the

incunable editions of his Greek folios were still available in the third advertise-

ment of 1 513, some at reduced prices. Not that the octavos were cheap -

Isabella d'Este, the learned Marchioness ofMantua (and another former pupil of

Battista Guarino), sent back some vellum copies she had ordered when she was

told by her courtiers that they were worth no more than half the price Aldus's

parmers were asking. These may have been special illuminated copies costing

five ducats or more - some exquisite vellum editions that she did buy from

Aldus survive in the British Library - but even the plain paper copies, according

to Aldus's annotation of the 1 503 advertisement, went for a substantial quarter

of a ducat.

The octavos of the amazingly productive years from 1501 to 1505 embraced

classics of Italian as well as Latin literature, notably the poems of Petrarch and

Dante (Figs 23 - 24), both of them printed with the funds and manuscripts of

Pietro Bembo and his brother Carlo. These two editions marked a radical over-

haul and purification of the text of the Tuscan poets. They were to prove of

central importance for the development of Italian vernacular literature in the

sixteenth century, in which Pietro Bembo took a leading part. There was even

a small octavo selection of the major Greek authors such as Homer (Fig.25) and

the tragedians, set in the last, smallest and clearest of the four Aldine greeks.

Here again editorial and typographical labour, not to speak of the limited sale

such works could expect, exacted a price. The Greek authors are typically

offered at two or three times what a Latin book of comparable extent would

fetch.

For the steadiest Latin sellers the Aldines soon had competition from counter-

feiters in Italy, and more especially in France. The printers ofLyons became rap-

idly expert in reproducing the italic types and exact texts of their models, even

down to Aldus's own prefaces. Aldus took extensive precautions, securing
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ww[ft , ritorndrc ; et dftrti nutgliocthi , che m (ine^ at

mino fi chiudono , mirare ton tffi ({utlU mtffabiU btU

leZj^, di cHi fono atnantt pta, doltt merce gd buon tern

fo : et hoTd ftrcht io ueccHo fid , aame tu mi uedi ; tUs

mn mhd ftrdo mtno , cht in altrd ekt , afro •.nemiri^

finirrd ; fertht h di aft p'ofji fdnno utflito le uddd

irmdn^ Q^antufu^ue ne io ton <^Hcfh fdimo H^ma
iTo\ne tu con (^uelio uandrdiim dhro di qutpi Inogld

ft form dlatno fico dipartendoft ,chegli fitoi amcri :

li^Hali^ fom jhti di nutfh bcUc^ , che ^m g» fi*
no ; fereio (he effe coU pt non figliono ,nkt rhn^inpno

dIU terrd S cm fono figliuoU ; tffi a termcnbtno yft a*
mc hord H jo^liono (inegli difii tormentare , dequali go«

dere nonfi fno ne tmlto ne foco : 5e fono dx c^ucUe di

U (k fldti ; tffi mdrdmgUofdmente a trufhtlUno , pofiia

the dd ej^ ^ruem*ti fidndmente ne ^tdidmo • hLd

fercio cm t^mVLd dimerd h fempitrma
j ft dee credere

lAumcUo ,che huono Amere fid <|i«f//o, dclc^tude ^de-^

reft fuo ewrndnuna-fet reo <^itcU'dUro , che rterndmn

tt a condannd d dolere • Qj^e(h cofe rdffona*

temi dal ftnto huomo j fenio che tempo erd ,cheion4

tUpdrtiffi ; efjo mi Uttnho • llche prfdd che hehbe dem
iMiintUojdftoi rdgonamtnn poje fim •

I mfreffi in yentnd mile Cdje d^hUo Komano nel dn^

NO • M o V • 4H mefi di hUr'^ ; con U conajftom

djeUd llb^f^md Sitnorid no^rd ) che per • % •

anm ne luoghi dlyrnetidno Dom'tno fott»»

fofh mfju no altrojli pofjk impri

mere,o mprefjt uer^^re,

jomlepeneffhe

in lei ft an
Itltffm
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Francesco Petrarca, Opere

volgari, 1501. This vellum

copy of Petrarch's Italian

poetry, edited by Pietro

Bembo from the autograph

manuscript, was illuminated

for Isabella d'Este, a

frequent purchaser of

Aldine octavo editions.

Actual size.

c.2o.b.29, sig. a2.

O/; eh'apDltae Ph rime j^dr/e il^m0
Di fuet fif^m^end'io nudniM il wr*

j^ggg In Jki mio frime poumtU errere,

ajtrnd erA mp4r»Mtr'huom tU f{ktl ,(itipm»l
t>tl UdnofliU,mch'iopt4ngietramono

Ird U iMtu jferan^ tl $Mn thlore:

Om ft4 , cht per freud intmdd itmcre,

Sf€ro troudr pern , non ehe ferdsnt .

WU km iteg^%»r,ft ame d fofel mm
tdmU fit gran ^mpc : mde fiitmtt
Di me meiefmo tneco mi »erffgno:

Mt dei mt0 udneggar uergegna e Ifum,
%l fentirfi^ el ameprr c^ardmtnte
cht fmntofida d mmdite krmefipf'

terfirum legffddrd jia uendeiht^

Et mmr m un di ben mtlle <^/r/
Ctltmmente dmtn idra nvreje
c om'hiKim

, chU n^ar Imm et tmfo afftm .

MrdUmtdmnmtdlm-rtfremt;
Verfkr im tt ne gUoceht fite Mfije,
Cl^mdo'l aolfo mtrml U giu ^fttfe^
One filed fpHWrnrfi »pu fitdht,

F era turb<m nel prim$er» dfd/g
Mm htUe mit9 ne mpr ne ffdha^
C he fo»j^ 4 hifign^ frendtr Utme

;Ornrtd fogpo fknmfo et dho
Kitrdrrm aawtsmente id lo firdtto'-

t>d ftd hgg, mrriihe,et nmf»dimm€,
4 it
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L0'NF£RN0 el PVRGATOlLrO
E'L PARADISO

DI D^NTE ALAGHIES.I.

tl mnxp id *a.wk>n ii n^d mm
m lii finmn fer wh ftbm •fturd}

C6e U ariaa tad erafmtrriM:

1 t fttm diir fud erdj «fi imd.

1^ fktd /ibtd^ et 4fpr4 tt frrte',

eke td femfter rammd U f4md>

I m^e MmtTd,cht 9oa i fm wmit'

Udfertr^ttr «Ul btn,^^ ni tnmi',

Dm it Vdbrt eafe^ch'i nho fmrtu

I imt^htn nixr,em"t »nitrM i

im'rr* ptn it fhm •» ft^ f«"».
Cfce U iterdit md Mdmrndi-

UAfth'ifidAfulmmtkfmm
j^,meitrmituitdfuidiid!U^

cfec mhdued A f^d Um amfm^\
C wmidm 4ito,et mil U f*t f^dOe

ytfbu fd it wfgf iti funem,

che mend iritt'dlnm fer op» Me*
XttmfitU fdwrd m fm ^f»fd',

chtwAlmitlm merd imrdM

-Ld mltt,cVl fdfjki am taUd fieU*

% t mm mtd^cht eem lend djfiwum

yfattpm iel feUfo dUd rwa

St M% d Vdcfid ftnrlicfd.et fidMj

C 9p tdsmm m9^(Ai dnchtirfui^,

$i misd rrtn d rimrsr Ic fdffo j

eke WK Ufaa gd$nm ftrfrid mmi'

P 9c'hdftfk'mf9»'lmf»ldfii
%lfrt6 mdfer U fujgt^ iifru^

U ffe'l fie ferm fmfr'erd'i fm hdffi
.

It
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Dante, Comedia, 1502. Like

the Petrarch of the year

before, this edition presented

a bare, unconunented text

(unusual for Dante's works)

edited by Pietro Bcmbo.

This soon displaced all

others as the vulgate text

of Italy's greatest poet.

Original page-size

164x96 mm.
679.a.i8, sig. al^-a2.
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in 1 501 -02 Venetian privileges and papal bulls to protect not only individual

titles but his entire italic design. It w^as all to no avail. In exasperation he

issued a remarkable broadsheet, the Monitum or 'warning' of 16 March 1503,

which specified exactly what readers had to look for ifthey wanted the genuine

Aldine article. The textual shortcomings of the Lyonnese editions are given in

detail, signed off with the proud flourish of Aldus's dolphin and anchor device,

which he had employed since 1501. The Lyons printers, who never precisely

claimed to be producing Aldines, went on printing in the 'Aldine' italic for the

rest of his life and beyond, cheerfully aware of the ineffectiveness of privileges,

bulls and warnings from the south.

GREEK SCHOLARSHIP AND HEBREW AMBITIONS

The counterfeits must have had some damaging effect on the sale of the Venet-

ian enchiridia, but the genuine products all the same kept the firm of Aldus and

Torresani buoyant, acting as a cross-subsidy for less remunerative publications.

For Aldus did not turn his back on the sort of publishing that had first gained

him a reputation, and the first years ofthe sixteenth century yielded a good crop

of scholarly editiones principes, as usual issued in folio. The two major Greek his-

torians, Herodotus and Thucydides, known in the West only in the Renaissance

Latin translations of Lorenzo Valla, were both issued in the original language

in 1502 (Fig.26). The Ammonius of 1502 and the Philoponus of 1504, followed

at some distance by Alexander ofAphrodisias ini5i3, at last began to make good

the promise made in 1495 to equip Aristotle with his ancient commentators.

Like all the Aristotelian works, these volumes are dedicated to Aldus's old and

still steady supporter Alberto Pio, in compliment to whom Aldus added Pius

to his own name in 1503. The first editions of Demosthenes (1504), the huge

Moralia ofPlutarch (1509, Fig.27), and the two-part collection of Greek rhetori-

cians which straddled the years 1508 and 1509 all continued the work, as the

editor of the last, Demetrius Ducas, remarked in the preface, of shoring up

Greek prose literature against extinction. The Rhetorici graeci included two vital

Aristotelian works omitted from the incunable Aristotle, the Rhetoric and the

Poetics. Aldus even rescued from long obscurity the works ofthe ancient Christ-

ian Latin poets (1502) and the Greek poems, with Latin translation, of the

Church Father Gregory of Nazianzen (1504). Both these editions, expressly

designed for the education ofChristian youth, suffered long delays in the printing

office due to the difficulty of securing texts and translations, besides unspecified

problems that Aldus had with his workmen.

One emblematic case may illustrate Aldus's scholarly plans, and the extent

to which they fell short of execution. The first use of Hebrew type in Venice
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Homer, Odyssey, etc. Aldus

issued Homer's Iliad and

Odyssey in October 1504,

a select Greek addition

to the octavo classics.

Actual size.

G.8722, fol. I.
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Herodotus, 1502. With this

book and the Thucydides of

the same year, Aldus gave the

world the first editions in the

original language of the two

major historians of classical

Greece. This page shows

Greek annotations made by

Erasmus in his own copy.

Original page-size

306x205 mm.
c.45.k.6, sig. 4A2.

(though Jewish printers had been printing whole books in Hebrew elsewhere

since about 1470) occurs in the Politian, Opera of 1498. A few words there,

quoted to explain a philological point, may well have been cut specially by

Francesco GrifFo, like the sporadic phrases in the same Hebrew characters in the

Hypnerotomachia of 1499. As early as 1498 something much more ambitious was

in the air. Aldus permitted both Justin Decadyus, editor of the Greek Psalter in

that year, and William Grocyn, his English helper with the ancient astronom-

ical texts of 1499, to record in print that he was proposing to publish the Holy

Scriptures in a trilingual edition of Greek, Latin and Hebrew. How he came by

his interest in Hebrew we do not know but his home town in distant Bassiano

had an ancient Jewish community, and his friends Giovanni Pico and Johann

Reuchlin were in the vanguard of the Christian study of the language as part of

the indivisible heritage of antiquity. Reuchlin indeed, an author Aldus had

printed in 1498, later addressed him as learned in all three ancient languages,

and he if anyone, the leading Hebraist of the day, was in a position to know.

All that remains of the trilingual Bible is a pair of proof sheets in Paris with

the opening of Genesis in two different settings and three columns of type, the

first an entirely new, and very beautiful, square Hebrew with pointing for

vowels (Fig.28). Another German friend, Conrad Celtes, was apparently sent

such specimens in September 1501 ; but by August 1502 Aldus had to report to

Reuchlin that nothing in Hebrew had been printed. This particular return ad

fontes lapsed at this point. It was without precedent but not without sequel, the

idea being taken up again in a few years in the Polyglot Psalter at Paris and the

great Polyglot Bible of Alcala; the latter was helped in its long gestation (1514-

22) by Greek editorial work of Aldus's own editor Demetrius Ducas,

The trilingual Bible was stillborn, but there exists an intriguing offshoot, a

little introduction to learning Hebrew. The Introductio utilissima hebraice discere

cupientihus is constructed very much along the lines of the Brevissima introductio

to Greek of about 1497: an alphabet in the handsome Bible type is followed by

the combinations of Hebrew letters and some very brief and simple biblical

reading matter, the whole with Latin pronunciations and translation. As so often

with the Greek books, Aldus promises much more - grammars, dictionaries,

sacred texts - if this modest venture should find a welcome with the public, hi

its presumed original form ofabout 1500 it survives as a unique copy at theJohn

Rylands University Library in Manchester, a miniature 16° book printed in

black and red (Fig. 29). It was soon added as supplementary material to other

grammars - to Constantine Lascaris's Erotemata, and to Aldus's own Latin

grammar, both ofwhich were re-issued about 1501, and many later editions b^
Aldus and others. The old urge to instruct never left him. ||

Aldus does not explicitly put forward the Hebrew Introductio as his own
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work, and in fact in 1510 the famous Jewish printer Gershom Soncino laid

violent claim to it as his own youthful composition which someone (understand,

Aldus) had corruptly printed. It was this same Soncino who in dedicating his

1503 italic Petrarch mentioned that he had obtained the services of the famous

punchcutter Messer Francesco da Bologna, who had cut all the types that

Aldus ever printed with. Both Soncino (who seems to have been excluded from

Venetian territory by legal action of Aldus) and GrifFo (who himselftook credit

for the success of the 'Aldine' italic in yet another Petrarch, in 15 16) nursed

grudges against Aldus over long years. Yet Aldus never involved himself in

polemic, nor suffered others to publish polemical works from his press (difficult,

in those days). His rupture with Griffo is signalled by no more than the removal

from later editions of the delicate three-line tribute with which he had intro-

duced his italic punchcutter in the furst octavo book, the Virgil of 1 501 (Fig.20).

The superb hebrew type remains, along with the fourth Aldine greek, as Griffo's

last great creation for Aldus. As for Hebrew publication, those dreams too

stayed with him. Near the end of his life, in the 1513 Pindar, he was still pro-

claiming his intention to print in the original language the books which, trans-

lated from Hebrew into Greek and thence into Latin, had become the sacred

core of the Judaeo-Christian tradition.

27

Plutarch, Moralia. The last

page with patterned text,

quire register (to tell the

owner or binder the full

complement of gatherings),

and colophon : 'Printed at

Venice in the house of Aldus

and his father-in-bw Andrea

of Asola, March 1509'.

Original page-size

290x188 mm.
G.8149, p. 1050.

THE ACADEMY AND ERASMUS

The reasons for the failure of so many announced projects must be sought in

a complex interaction of personal inclinations and discouragement, pressures

from friends and the needs of commerce, and more generally the larger exter-

nal pressures brought to bear by political upheaval and war. The story of the

Aldine New Academy is wimess to all of these. It seems that from quite early

in the sixteenth century Aldus nourished an ambition to create a formal learned

society in imitation of the ancient Academy of Plato, and recalling the 'acad-

emies' that had gathered around Bessarion in Rome and Lorenzo de' Medici in

Florence. From 1502 books were issued with the words 'ex neacademia nostra'

in the colophon. There exists a single printed sheet in the Vatican Library which

sets out the rules for meetings of this Academy (Fig. 30). The text is entirely in

the Greek of one of Aldus's long-standing colleagues, the Venetian secretary

Scipione Forteguerri (Hellenized as Carteromachus), and the margins are heav-

ily annotated in his hand. It is difficult to gauge the seriousness with which the

proposals are put forward: the Academy appears in this broadside to be a din-

ing club devoted to erudite discussions in Greeks failure to use which will result

in fines which will then be used to subsidize further banquets. The Academy

appears in the preface to Sophocles (the text dated August 1502, but the

I
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proof sheet from the failed

project to print a Polyglot

Bible, 1 501.

BN Paris, MS Grec 3064, fol. 86.

Reproduced by courtesy of
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de France.

preface will be of that winter) as a discussion circle in which Musurus reports

a conversation with the dedicatee Janus Lascaris - Lascaris spoke of the revival

of Greek letters and the great services Aldus was performing on their behalf.

The Vatican Lex Neacademiae appears to run together light-hearted regula-

tion of a dining club with a plan for something much more serious and ambi-

tious. What this was is hinted at in a number of letters to, from and between

northern friends ofAldus in the first five years ofthe century. The most definite

statement comes from Johannes Cuno, the Dominican who had lived in Aldus's

household and assisted at the press. In December 1505 he wrote to his fellow

humanist Willibald Pirckheimer (who had hisown Aldines illuminated by Diirer)

that Aldus would soon be coming to Germany to found his New Academy

under the protection of the Holy Roman Emperor Maximilian. Learned men

would help him instruct the youth of Germany, for whom Aldus would also

print the needful books in Greek and Hebrew. If all this has a quality of acad-

emic fantasy about it, Aldus had at any rate for some years cultivated close con-

tacts at the court ofMaximilian and had printed two minor works dedicated to

the emperor himself. It looks as if the protracted negotiations broke down in

the face of strains developing between the empire and the Venetian republic,

strains which shortly issued in open war. From 1506 onwards the term 'New

Academy' surfaces at irregular intervals, variously connected with a move to

Naples, Milan or (most insistently) Rome. As late as 15 13 separate dedications

to Lucrezia Borgia, Duchess of Ferrara, and to Pope Leo X express the now for-

lorn hope that the ruler will at length support the creation of a learned academy,

'for which I have laboured for so many years'. The pope did indeed set up a

Greek college, with Janus Lascaris and Marcus Musurus and a resident Greek

press - but without Aldus.

These yearnings - academic in all senses - seem to have been prompted by

a measure of disillusion with the hard graft and uncertain rewards of printing.

The Aldine press in its last ten years, from 1506 to 151 5, is a very stop-go affair.

In January 1505 Aldus married his partner Torresani's daughter Maria in a sort

of dynastic union common among printers. A year later there was a formal

unification of the two parmers' assets, at which time Aldus moved across the

Grand Canal to take up permanent residence in the Torresani house in Campo

San Paternian. But no more books were printed for two years after the Virgil

of December 1505, which included works of which Aldus's own preface ex-

presses pointed disapproval: 'but I was obliged to satisfy others'. The ensuing

period is effectively a blank in his career, though we learn from Cuno that the

two largest remaining Greek projects, Plutarch and Plato, were being discussed

in 1506. What is clear is that it was an approach of the great Dutch humanist

Erasmus that caused Aldus to take up presswork again.
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Erasmus had been a year in Italy when he felt the need ofsome book to pre-

sent to potential patrons at Rome, and asked Aldus if he would undertake a

reprint of his Euripidean translations. The previous edition, he was careful to

explain, had sold well in Paris the year before, and he would be glad to have a

printer of Aldus's stature - a sort of immortality in itself - and the fine and

careful printing for which the press was renowned. The upshot of this was the

issue of Euripides at the end of 1 507. More importantly, it brought Erasmus to

stay by Aldus's invitation at the printing establishment in San Paternian for

some eight months in 1508.

This sojourn produced late in Erasmus's life, after he had fallen out with

Alberto Pio, a sour sketch ofthe miserable fare provided in the Torresani house-

hold in the colloquy Opulentia sordida ('The Rich Miser'). But it also produced

a famous book, the Aldine Adagia, completely reworked and greatly expanded

from the slim first edition that Erasmus had had printed in Paris in 1500. The

Adagia as it appeared in September 1508 is a large collection of classical proverbs

and maxims with extensive and enlightening commentary by Erasmus. The

passages of comment sometimes amount to little tracts of mingled erudition,

observation and (increasingly in later editions) personal reminiscence and

polemic. In the long explication o£ Festina lente ('hasten slowly'), for example,

Erasmus makes use of an ancient coin that Bembo had given Aldus to tease out

the suggestive design of the dolphin and anchor ; this provides the occasion for

the remark that thanks to Aldus, the image is known and loved wherever good

learning is cherished, and for a prolonged puff of the Aldine programme in

general - Hebrew is still mentioned, even a proposal to print in Syriac. The

author made generous acknowledgement of the unfailing help of the members

of the Aldine 'Academy' in supplying out of the way sources, often Greek and

from their own manuscripts.

We have a vivid later picture from Erasmus of his work at this time : he

would sit in one corner of the printing office actually writing the Adagia, pass-

ing the completed sheets to the compositor for immediate setting up, while in

.another corner sat Aldus reading through the proofs, waving aside interruptions

with the single word studeo ('I'm working'). Of such chaos was a great book

born. The Adagia, in this edition thoroughly indexed and prefaced by a com-

plimentary letter of Aldus, rapidly became indispensable to studious readers and

writers as a window on the ancient world, affording as it did a virtual anthology

of classical literature. It was the book that first brought Erasmus a European

reputation. He also took a minor role at this time, alongside the editor

Demetrius Ducas, in putting together the long-planned Plutarch, which fmally

appeared in March 1509 (Fig.27).
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THE LAST YEARS

The second volume of the Greek rhetoricians issued in May 1509 was to prove

the last major production of the Aldine press for three years or more. The up-

heavals which the intervention of French and imperial troops had brought to

Italy in the first decade of the sixteenth century were now for the first time

touching Venice directly. The League ofCambrai was an anti-Venetian alliance

led by the Pope Julius 11, which made it unsafe for Aldus - still, as ever, a

Roman citizen - to remain in Venice. UntilJune 1 5 12 he was absent from the city,

taking his family off to live in Ferrara and seeking to protect his landed prop-

erty in the Venetian terra Jirma, now in the process of dismemberment by the

League. In Ferrara in August 1511 he made the second of his wills to survive,
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Still voicing there the hope that he might found the 'Academy'. It was not

until the end of 15 12 that printing resumed at Venice, then to undergo a surpris-

ing, but for Aldus short-lived, efflorescence in the two years that remained to

him. His return to printing is credited to the persuasion ofVenetian friends, and

in particular Andrea Navagero, later the Librarian of the Biblioteca Marciana,

who became in these last years the main editor of the Aldine Latin books,

beside Musurus's work on the Greek texts.

Against a dark background of almost unbroken Venetian disasters, a rather

desperate optimism breaks out afresh in the preface of the octavo Pindar ofJan-

uary 1 513, dedicated to Navagero. Venice was again seen, as Musurus had seen

it in the 1498 Aristophanes, as the new Athens. Learned books of all sorts

- Greek, Latin and the long-heralded Hebrew - were to be printed, with this

Pindar 'ex Academia nostra' first in line. Aldus puts on record his sense of the

sacrifices involved in twenty years of labour at the printing press, 'but I have

resolved never to shrink from benefiting mankind'. It seems to have been a

genuine mission with him.

A sense of a new beginning may also have come with the election of Pope

Leo X, son of Lorenzo de' Medici, in March 1513. This at any rate is the tenor

of Aldus's preface to the pope which accompanied the Greek editio princeps of

Plato : just as the Wars of Italy had followed on the death of Lorenzo, so the

election of Leo may bring them to a close.

The Plato in two large folio volumes was the last great undertaking of the

first Aldine press, a work promised already in 1497 and certainly worked on at

least from 1506, now fmally presented to the world in September 151 3. The

preface is unusually elaborate for Aldus, who here shows the fierce pride he took

in his accomplishments. He reports the views of friends (too kind, he says), that

he had single-handedly done more to help literature than anyone for centuries.

But although his only ambition had been to provide students with books 'as

correct and beautiful as they could be', never yet had he been satisfied with any

edition, and he would gladly pay a gold ducat for every mistake he had since

noticed. The appeal for papal support of the Aldine Academy which follows

fell, as we have seen, on deaf ears. But some good came of Aldus's praise of his

editor, Marcus Musurus, by now professor of Greek at Venice. The elegy with

which Musurus introduced the text is a moving lament for the destruction of

the Greek homeland and an appeal for support of Hellenic studies: it has been

called the finest Greek poem of the Renaissance. In the event Leo selected

Musurus to head his Greek college in Rome after Aldus's death. The text of

Plato shows signs ofhaving drawn upon the manuscripts of Cardinal Bessarion,

a leading light of fifteenth-century Platonism (Aldus had republished his

In calumniatorem Platonis in 1503). It is unclear whether these were directly
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accessible in Venice even in 1 513, and the Aldine text may rest instead on copies

taken before the long hibernation of the cardinal's legacy to Venice.

Plato was far from the only Greek text being put to the press in this period,

but it was the largest and most important. The Attic orators, apart from the

already published Demosthenes, appeared in Greek in two volumes in April and

May of 1 513. The rest were decidedly a minority taste. The Byzantine lexica of

Suidas and Hesychius, and the curious melange of ancient social customs pre-

served in the Deipnosophistae of Athenaeus, all of them edited with great skill

by Musurus, were for scholars only. The Greek folios were once more buoyed

up by a steady stream of quarto reprints of standard Latin authors, grammars

in Greek and Latin, and octavo classics in Latin and Italian. These now includ-

ed a larger element of modern poets: Jacopo Sannazaro's Arcadia, a popular

exercise in vernacular pastoral, and the Latin poems of Aldus's friends Gian

Gioviano Pontano (reprinted from the edition of 1505) and the Strozzi ofFerrara

(the younger ofwhom had been Aldus's pupil). All in all this last period was as

busy for Aldus as any since the beginning of the century. The unusually

revealing preface to the rhetorical works of Cicero (March 15 14) makes public

a notice he had caused to be set up over the door ofhis room to deter the crowds

ofwould-be authors and the idle curious who otherwise interrupted his labours:

'Whoever you are, state your business as briefly as possible and be gone, unless

you are willing to shoulder his burdens, as Hercules did for weary Atlas . .

.

'.

Weariness with his long task had set in, compounded by the distress - moral

and no doubt economic - brought by the continuing wars that vexed Italy.

Aldus hadnow been printing, with intermissions, for twenty years, a considerable

stretch for an early printer, and he was in his seventh decade, very much an old

man by Renaissance standards. From mid- 15 14 his health began to fail, in Jan-

uary 1 51 5 he made his last will, and on 6 February of that year he died. His last

book, though by no means the last he planned, was a Lucretius, newly edited

by Navagero and dedicated like his very first publications in philosophy to

Alberto Pio. And it was to Pio and to his fragile principality ofCarpi that his last

thoughts turned. His will instructs that he is to be buried there, in a place that

the prince shall decide. Before removal to Carpi (if it ever took place), his body

lay in ceremony in the parish church of San Paternian, surrounded by his books.

Aldus's work passed to others, to his sons and to his father-in-law Torresani,

who remained surprisingly faithful to the spirit of the founder. What was left

were the hundred and twenty or so editions that his fame is founded upon. Those

editions rest in turn upon the vision which informs everything he printed: a

humanist conviction that good letters lead, under God's guidance, to good men,

and that the best letters were in Greek. By the time ofhis death Aldus had trans-

formed the face of learning in Europe: only Aeschylus of the major Greek
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authors remained to be printed, an achievement of the Aldine press in 1518.

Aldus was not himself an author in any active sense - he never published more

than the grammar which Erasmus said he wrote five times over. His editions

can often be faulted for their presswork and proof-reading, and views differ on

the merits of the types he employed. The texts he put out were sometimes

poorly edited, compiled in haste and under pressure. But when the

protagonist of Thomas More's Utopia (15 16) wants to teach the

Utopians how to print, it is naturally the Greek books of

Aldus that he shows them, symbols of the best that

European literature and technology could offer.

Contemporaries like More and Erasmus

understood his greamess in securing

the foundations and diffusion

of classical studies, and

so, five hundred

years on, can

we.



FURTHER READING

The English reader is well served for the study of Aldus. Martin Lowry, The

World ofAldus Manutius. Business and Scholarship in Renaissance Venice (Oxford:

Blackwell, 1978) is a fundamental work of synthesis, much drawn upon in these

pages. H.G.Fletcher, New Aldine Studies (San Francisco: B.M.Rosenthal, 1988)

collects a good deal of material on disparate subjects in a convenient way.

For Greek types the classic work is Robert Proctor, The Printing of Greek in the

Fifteenth Century (London: The Bibliographical Society, 1900, repr.

Hildesheim, 1966), to be read with the different view (more favourable to

Aldus) of Nicolas Barker, Aldus Manutius and the Development of Greek Script

and Type in the Fifteenth Century^ 2nd edition (New York : Fordham University

Press, 1992). See also V. Scholderer, Greek Printing Types 146^ - igzy (London:

British Museum, 1927, repr. Thessaloniki : Mastoridis, 1995). Both Barker and

Fletcher have sections on the still open question ofthe origin ofthe Aldine italic.

For the Greek background to the Aldine enterprise, Deno J. Geanakoplos,

Greek Scholars in Venice (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 1962) is

very full and readable. A compact and expert treatment of the contribution of

Aldine texts to the advance ofGreek scholarship is given by N. G. Wilson, From

Byzantium to Italy: Greek Studies in the Italian Renaissance (London: Duckworth,

1992), chapter 14.

The basic source for study of the Aldine editions remains the marvellous and

quirky book of A. A. Renouard, Annales de I'imprimerie des Aide, 3rd edition

(Paris, 1834, often reprinted). A quick view of the editions by chronology, lan-

guage and size is given by Lowry, Tables i - iv. Two recent catalogues from

Italy between them cover and illustrate the whole range: Aldo Manuzio e I'am-

hiente veneziano [Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana exhibition] (Venice: il Cardo,

1994), and Aldo Manuzio tipografo 1494- 1515 [Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale -

Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana exhibition] (Florence: Octavo, 1994), both

offering the results of original research. One must also cite the great collection

of Aldus's prefaces (unfortunately omitting those of his helpers) edited and an-

notated by G. Orlandi, Aldo Manuzio editore (Milan: Edizioni il Polifilo, 1976),

with a penetrating introductory essay by Carlo Dionisotti. On the Hypnero-

tomachia, there is (among much else) the fme introduction to the 1963 Eugram-

mia Press facsimile by George Painter, reprinted in his Studies in Fifteenth-Cen-

tury Printing (London: Pindar Press, 1984).
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Aldus Manutius

Printer and Publisher of Renaissance Venice

Aldus Manutius belongs to that select group of historical figures

whose name has become an adjective. From the spring of 1495 the

Aldine Press undertook a vast and novel programme of making

the written remains of Greek Antiquity widely and systematically

available to the scholarly public of Renaissance Europe. Besides

this, Aldus printed many Latin and ItaHan texts in cheaper

formats in the famous Aldine italic. This new study introduces

'the prince of printers' under his various aspects, as scholar and

businessman, editor and typographer, in commemoration of the

quincentenary of his first pubUcation. The beautifully reproduced

illustrations are drawn largely from Aldines in the unrivalled

collections of The British Library.
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